CMSVirtual Visits Instructions

This video is present in CDS record https://cds.cern.ch/record/231723 where the speaker is also visible.

**Title:** CMS Virtual Visits - Instructions for guides' positions & tasks

**Duration:**

Seven minutes

**Public**

CERN users - CMS Virtual Visits' guides

**Material**

Slides with script as slide comments. Recording method: CERN audiovisual services. Pilot recording in room 31-2-029.

**Description**

This is a video explaining to CMS Virtual Visits' guides instructions for their role and positions and tasks. Recorded via event https://indico.cern.ch/event/714531/

**CERN video content owner**

Marzena Lapka

**Other information:**

**Related Videos**

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

**Video Discussion**

*use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above*